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President’s Message Summer 2020 
Dear WIT Members, 
“There is a Chinese curse which says 'May 
he live in interesting times.' Like it or not 
we live in interesting times. They are times 
of danger and uncertainty; but they are also 
more open to the creative energy of men 
than any other time in history.” 

-- Robert F. Kennedy, June 1966 

As true today as when it was spoken 
over fifty years ago! The challenges 
facing the world today are more 
complex and far reaching than anything 
we’ve experienced to date, but it’s clear 
that the members of our SIG are more 
than equal to them when it comes to 
persevering and applying the creative 
energy of women to accomplish their 
personal and professional objectives 
and promote the role of women as 
scientific leaders despite the current 
circumstances. 

For starters, the editors of the 
Newsletter have provided a virtual 
substitute for the Awards Ceremony 
that’s the highlight of our annual 
reception. All the WIT award winners 
(on page 2) are shown “receiving” their 
plaques (compliments of the US Postal 
Service), and the WIT-supported the 
SOT Award recipients are recognized 
as well (page 3).  It’s particularly fitting 
that the inaugural Toxicologist 
Mentoring Award was conferred on an 
active WIT member, as it emphasizes 
how strong our members are as women 
mentoring and supporting women as we 
continue to gain visibility and influence 
in the sciences.  We also replaced the 
call for volunteers at the SOT annual 
meeting with an on-line survey, the 
response to which has been 
overwhelming – thanks to everyone 
who responded, and who have stepped 
up when asked to serve on the various 
committees as they have formed during 
the year. 

The challenges each of us faces are 
unique and personal – mine have been 
staying motivated and connected 
during the shutdown. Every morning 
when I sit down at my computer (often 
wearing yesterday’s barn clothes!) and 
click past the corporate screen saver 
(frozen on March 12, 2020, 8:12:36 
AM) to the lock screen (with the actual 
date and time) it feels like the entire 
world has turned into a remake of the 
movie “Groundhog Day”, but one 
where the lights will never come up as 
the credits roll – and I’ll be in the exact 
same place tomorrow and forever.  Two 
of our members have graciously shared 
their stories of coping with the “new 
normal” as a remote worker who 
suddenly acquired a host of 
multigenerational office mates (page 8) 
and as a graduate student (pages 8-9).  
We’d love to hear your stories!  Please 
consider providing a contribution to our 
next Newsletter describing how you’re 
coping with your unique challenges, 
pandemic related or otherwise. 

And it’s clear from the “Celebrating 
Your Success” section (pages 10-11) 
that many of you are not just coping, 
but are thriving, as evidenced by the 
number of successful career transitions, 
promotions, and recognition of 
leadership, excellence and service from 
your employers, professional 
organizations and communities listed 
here.  Your accomplishments are truly 
inspiring.   I’m looking forward to 
harnessing our collective creative 
energy throughout the year to help WIT 
emerge from this as a stronger and more 
effective group. 

Cheers, 
Susan 
Susan Emeigh Hart, VMD, PhD, 
DACVP, DABT, ERT 
President, Women in Toxicology 



Outstanding Young Investigator Award
Sponsored by Biomere

Smith and Hook Distinguished Service Award
Sponsored by Charles River

Vera W. Hudson and Elizabeth K Weisburger
Student Scholarship Award

Celebrating Women in Toxicology Awards

Meghan Rebuli, PhD
Postdoctoral Fellow

University of 
North Carolina–Chapel Hill

Rachel Speer
Graduate Student

University of Louisville
Victoria Salemme
Undergraduate Student

University of 
Massachusetts–Amherst

1st place: Monika Roy 
University of 

Massachusetts - Amherst

Leigh Ann Burns Naas, 
PhD, DABT, ATS, ERT
President/Owner of Magnolia 
Toxicology Consulting

2nd Place: Jeanine D’Errico
Rutgers University

Jennifer Freeman, 
PhD
Associate Professor at 
Purdue University

Congratulations again to our 2020 WIT Award Winners!

By Danielle Kozlosky, BS 
Rutgers University

Thank you to our awardees for sending in photos with your awards since we 
were unable to hold our annual reception

Postdoctoral Achievement Award

Colette Miller, PhD
US EPA

Anne Turco
Graduate Student

University of 
Wisconsin-Madison
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Of the 11 SOT 2020 awards, five were awarded to women, including the 
inaugural Toxicologist Mentoring Award! The Honorary membership was 
also awarded to a woman. WIT is active in facilitating women nominees 
for the SOT national awards.  
 
 
 Consider nominating a candidate for a 2021 SOT National 

Award!  
Contact WIT President-elect, Courtney Sulentic (Courtney.sulentic@wright.edu), if 
you have a strong candidate in mind for one of the 2021 SOT National Awards and 

we will help facilitate her nomination. 
 

Bruce A. Fowler Undergraduate 

Educator Award 

Christine Perdan Curran, PhD 

North Kentucky University 

Toxicologist Mentoring Award 
Ofelia A. Olivero, PhD, ATS 
National Cancer Institute 

Arnold J. Lehman Award 
Annie M. Jarabek 

US EPA 
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Congratulations to the WIT-supported 2020 SOT 
National Award Recipients!  

 
 
 
 
 

 

By Grace Chappell, PhD – WIT Secretary/Treasurer  
 
 
 

Recognized for her 
commitment to mentoring 
researchers at various 
career levels and from 
diverse backgrounds. 
 

Recognized for her 
enhancing the opportunity 
for toxicology research to 
contribute to improved 
chemical risk assessments. 
 

Recognized for her 
excellence, creativity, and 
success in undergraduate 
instruction in toxicology and 
the sciences as a whole. 
 

https://www.toxicology.org/awards/sot/recipients2020.asp
mailto:Courtney.sulentic@wright.edu


 

  

News and Announcements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

WIT 2021 awards 
It’s not too early to begin thinking about nominations for the 
next SOT award cycle! Nominate yourself for your 
outstanding work, or consider nominating a colleague for 
their achievements. Nominations from all sectors are 
welcome and encouraged. 

Deadlines are either October 18 or November 8, 
depending on the award. The full list of the six WIT 

awards including descriptions, eligibility, and how to apply 
can be found here. 
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The SOT website and ToXchange have undergone major updates -- check them out! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Connect with WIT 
 on LinkedIn!  
 

Search for the “SOT - Women in Toxicology” 
group on LinkedIn and request to join 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8348363/ 
 
 

https://www.toxicology.org/awards/sot/awards.aspx?CG=Women+in+Toxicology+Special+Interest+Group
http://www.toxicology.org/
https://toxchange.toxicology.org/home
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8348363/


 
 
 

Update to WIT volunteer recruitment 
WIT volunteer recruitment has historically taken place at the WIT reception 
at the SOT annual meeting (i.e., badge scanning), with a ‘roster’ of 
volunteers stored indefinitely. An online survey replaced this method for 

2020 and worked so well we are going to continue an 
annual volunteer survey! Each Spring, an online survey 
will be open to WIT members to sign up for various 
volunteer roles. Members will be invited to update or 
initiate your involvement with WIT – volunteering with 
WIT is fun, rewarding, and very much appreciated!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WIT Officer Nominations 
Are you interested in getting involved with the WIT Executive Committee? 

If you or someone you know is interested in contributing to WIT 
programming, please consider submitting a nomination! Positions will be 

open for the 2021 year and beyond. Descriptions of the officer duties, 
including the duration of the term for each officer position can be found on 

the WIT website Officer Duties page.  

To find out more or to nominate yourself or another WIT member, contact 
Election Committee chair Jan Hulla at Janis.E.Hulla@usace.army.mil  
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Registration is now open  
for the SOT 2021  
Annual Meeting and  
ToxExpo 
 
Information regarding meeting format and contingency plan can be found on the meeting 
website. 
 

The abstract submission period for Poster Sessions during the 2021 Annual Meeting 
and ToxExpo will begin on September 15 and will end on December 1, 2020. 
  

https://www.toxicology.org/groups/sig/wit/duties.asp
mailto:Janis.E.Hulla@usace.army.mil
https://www.toxicology.org/events/am/AM2021/index.asp
https://www.toxicology.org/events/am/AM2021/index.asp


 

 

The research of WIT member and executive committee member Dr. Pheobe Stapleton has been 
highlighted in two popular magazines, Consumer Reports and TIME, as well as the Washington 
Post, in articles focused on microplastics in the environment. Microplastics have been in our 
environment since the early 1900s and, along with nanoplastic particulates, are formed primarily 
from plastic pollution. Recently, it has come into the public eye due to novel research showing that 
microplastics are found in human stool samples across the world. Additional research has shown 
that microplastics are found in every facet of our environment including air, water, and food. The 
verdict on the harm that microplastics can cause has not yet been decided, but the World Health 
Organization has stated that they are looking to fund research to determine if microplastics are a 
public health concern. Dr. Stapleton’s research is interesting because it is the first time that the 
impact of nanomaterial inhalation on cardiovascular health has been tracked from mother to 
offspring. Dr. Stapleton and her research team found that nano-sized titanium dioxide has a lifelong 
negative impact on the cardiac health of rodent offspring. However, the mechanisms by which nano-
titanium dioxide impact cardiac development and function are still unknown. Exposure to  nanosized 
particles can promote systemic inflammation, can directly translocate to other tissues, and have 
negative effects on the cardiovascular and nervous systems. Animal research has also confirmed 
that when a mother breathes in nanoplastics, the particles can be found in many places inside the 
fetus. “We know that after exposure, 
the plastic particles are everywhere we 
look,” Stapleton says. “We don’t know 
yet what those particles are doing once 
they’re deposited there.”   

Photos: Rutgers University and civilbeat.org 
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Exposure to nanomaterials, including 
microplastics: a newsworthy topic 

Cardiovascular Effects 
 
 
 
 
 

 

By Nancy Urbano, B.S.; NIEHS 
 
 
 
 

https://www.consumerreports.org/health-wellness/how-to-eat-less-plastic-microplastics-in-food-water/
https://time.com/5581326/plastic-particles-in-bottled-water/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/2020/05/13/climate-solutions-plastics/?arc404=true
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/2020/05/13/climate-solutions-plastics/?arc404=true


Even though we are not frontline healthcare professionals during the unprecedented times of 
COVID-19, we are scientists and engineers and we at the Advanced Material community aim to join 
the fight. During a public health crisis, such as COVID-19, engineered nanomaterials and other 
advanced material technologies appear to offer promising solutions, including for use in antimicrobial 
and anti-fogging coatings, diagnostic tools, personal protective equipment, filtration, sensors, and 
other applications. As the research community continues to implement advanced technologies, it is 
critical to close the scientific and regulatory gaps needed in order to expedite the application of these 
materials; especially nanotechnology, as it is the next generation of solutions in health emergencies. 
With this motivation, Advanced Material Pandemic Taskforce (AMPT) – came together to use 
Advanced Materials for the prevention and management of global health crisises by addressing the 
technological and societal needs of the post pandemic world. 

Within AMPT, the Applied Public Health & Environmental, Health, and Safety Working Group 
(APHEHS WG) aims to support the responsible development of advanced materials technologies. 
The APHEHS WG has three primary aims: 1) address the challenges of conducting urgent 
toxicological testing for nanomaterials solutions during a health emergency, 2) analyze the existing 
regulatory framework and associated gaps in regulatory testing and risk assessment, and 3) ensure 
the nanomaterial solutions have intended results, receive proper vetting and comply with applicable 
laws, regulations, and standards. The Taskforce will therefore set strategies to integrate Advanced 
Materials in the new wave of innovation that will rise in the next 12-18 months, as well as the 
preparedness wave to explore the next generation of solutions for the next global health crisis. 

AMPT is an entirely 
volunteer run initative started 
by the leadership of Dr. Zina 
Jarrahi Cinker, the Director 
General of AMPT. Under her 
leadership and within three 
months after the inception of 
this global effort, the taskforce 
welcomes 15 country chapters 
and 8 active working groups.  If 
you are in the advanced 
material field and you have 
done any work (research, 
products, prototype) that could 
be used a pandemic 
management, prevention or 
recovery solution, you can 
apply and join us to use our 
material and research for the 
betterment of human life. 
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How can advanced materials solve some of  the challenges 
of  public health emergencies like COVID-19? 

 By Kazi Tasneem, PhD Candidate; 
Vanderbilt University 

https://www.amptnetwork.com/
https://www.amptnetwork.com/ampt-network
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Life in Quarantine – new roles and instant 
officemates 

 
 
 
 
 
 

By Allison Franzen, PhD; ToxStrategies, Inc.  

I love working from home and have been working remote for the past year now at ToxStrategies.  I 
found myself to be much more productive with almost zero interruptions during the day. It also gave 
me the flexibility to be a mom to two active kiddos and a small business owner. Our normal day-to-
day is usually pretty structured with all the to-school, work, workout, pick-ups, extra-curricular 
activities we have going on.   

However, four months ago I found myself gaining two little colleagues and one larger grumpier 
colleague (my husband). This was a LARGE adjustment, especially for someone who is SO routine 
oriented and enjoyed the productivity of uninterrupted work time I got during the day.  This changed 
four months ago with my children Isabella, 15, and Robert, 12, home for the foreseeable future to 
reduce the spread of Covid-19.  However, they had to continue distance learning.  My husband and 
I found ourselves in completely different roles:  teachers, chefs, entertainers, and therapists, all 
while trying to manage our normal workdays.   Now, for my daughter this was a cake-walk.  She is 
extremely independent and enjoys learning.  She is that girl in school that the kids say, “you got an 
A again?”  However, teaching my son gave me the opportunity to re-learn patience and gratitude 
for our teachers. 

While I was transitioning to working all day with kids present, I had already been working from home.  
I know there were so many people not only transitioning to having new “co-workers,” but learning 
to work from home.  Kudos to you all! You had something else to try and throw into the balance!  
Needless to say, we found a way to make it work these past four months.  It was definitely a learning 
experience, but a good one.  We figured out good communication with work colleagues, and 
between my husband and I, along with creativity, flexibility and a little structure, we made it work.  
No matter what, we all came out more resilient on the other side of this and I’m so intrigued to see 
what we will do with that moving forward.   

A Graduate Student’s Life in Quarantine 

 
 
 
 
 
 

By Maxine Abustan, PhD Candicate; Rutgers University 

 

It has been said that a graduate student’s life is difficult and demanding under normal 
circumstances; now add in a global pandemic to the mix. The reality for most graduate students 
today is research and working from home, but one may wonder how a graduate student can 
continue to conduct research and further their studies without stepping foot into a laboratory or 
lecture hall for several months.  

(continued on next page) 

 



 

 
 

 
Photo: thriveglobal.com 
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(continued from Page 4, “A Graduate Student’s Life in Quarantine”) 

As a graduate student living and working at the epicenter of COVID in the United States, I 
went from attending lectures, teaching assistant duties and benchtop research to Zoom and WebEx 
video lectures, assisting and setting up online lectures and exams and writing literature reviews. 
Like most of the country, during the first few days of the outbreak my university believed a 2-week 
shutdown would suffice, but within a week it was realized that the shutdown would last a bit longer, 
and 2 weeks turned into 3 and eventually the decision to finish out the rest of the semester remotely 
was made.  

The transition to fully remote learning and communication has had its ups and downs, but it 
is something I and my fellow graduate students have slowly become accustomed to. Initially, there 
were issues as both graduate students and faculty learned how to screen-share, create online 
evaluations and remain engaged with one another from the safety of our own homes. While at times 
we all may have felt isolated, we did our best to keep a semblance of normalcy by hosting our own 
virtual study groups, game nights and happy hours via Zoom or Google hangouts. Even after the 
spring semester ended, we became even more proficient in remote communication and learning. 
After my teaching assistant duties ended, I transitioned to the role of an assistant summer 
undergraduate research fellow instructor. My duties included hosting and preparing online seminars 
and mentoring undergraduate students. While the students are not able to conduct benchtop 
research, we were able to put together and mail science takeout kits and activities to keep them 
engaged. I have personally discovered the challenges of mentoring undergraduate students and 
trying to connect with those I’ve never met in person. Small group Zoom meeting seemed to be the 
most beneficial in getting to know my mentees and allowing them to interact with one another. While 
remote communication is not ideal, it has made the world a smaller place. It enabled myself, fellow 
trainees and undergraduate students to interact, engage and learn from scientists across the 
country, who would under normal circumstances be unable to present seminars or lectures in 
person, with just the click of a button.  

Telecommuting and remote learning has taught me and many others new skills needed to 
learn, teach and network via online platforms. Despite all the challenges, I believe quarantine has 
taught me to be more flexible and adapt to unexpected situations as a graduate student.    

 

Send us your work-from-home stories! 
 
If you have a story about your transition to life working from 
home during the Covid19 pandemic, changes encountered 
while still reporting to the workplace, or any interesting work 
related to the current situation, we’d love to hear it! Send an 
email to WIT Secretary Grace Chappell at 
gchappell@toxstrategies.com to be included in the Winter 
WIT newsletter! 



 
 
  

 Career Advancement/ Transition 
 
Colleen E. McLoughlin, PhD, DABT, ERT  
Scivera, Director, Toxicology 
 
Tao Wang, PhD, MD 
Coherus Bioscience 

Executive Director of Preclinical 
Development 
 
Jacquelynn Lucas, MS, DABT 

Sunovion Pharmaceuticals 
 
Elyse Caron-Beaudoin, PhD 
University of Toronto, 
Scarborough, Assistant Professor, Environmental Health, 

Interdisciplinary Centre for Health & Society & the 
Department of Environmental & Physical Sciences  

 
Marquea D. King, PhD 
US Department of Agriculture, Promoted to Director of Office 

of Scientific Quality Review (OSQR) in the Agriculture 
Research Service (ARS), Washington, DC 

 
Kristen Mease, BS 
ToxStrategies, Promoted to Managing Scientist, the 

Biopharmaceutical /Pharmaceutical Practice 
 
Jennifer Duringer, PhD 
Oregon State University, Assistant Professor (Senior 

Research) and Director of the Endophyte Service 
Laboratory 

 
Michelle Hernandez, PhD 
Merck & Co., Inc., Promoted to Associate Director – 

Occupational Toxicology 
 
Brittany Baisch, PhD 
Henkel Corporation, Promoted to Research Fellow – 

Toxicology 
 
Grace Chappell, MS, PhD 
ToxStrategies, Promoted to Senior Scientist 
 
Ashley Brinkman, PhD 
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Promoted to Associate Manger, 

Toxicology 
 
Jacklyn Skye Kelty, PhD 
Postdoctoral Trainee at Rutgers Environmental & 

Occupational Health Science Institute 
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Celebrating YOUR Success! 

Awards (Employer) 
Susan Fenton, MS, PhD NIEHS, National Toxicology 
Program  
NIH Graduate Partnerships Program Outstanding Mentor 
Award 
 
Pamela J Lein, PhD 
University of California, Davis 
Graduate Program Advising & Mentoring Award 
 
Lauren Walker, PhD 
Rutgers University 
Robert A. Scala Scholar Award 
 
Bevin Blake, PhD 
Winner, NIEHS 5th Annual Fellows’ Communication 
Challenge, 3-Minute Thesis Competition; Tied for 1st 
Place in a 2-minute Elevator Pitch Competition at the NIH 
Annual Graduate Research Symposium 
 
Awards  
(Non-employer) 
Tamara Young, BSc, University of New Mexico, 1 of 10 
Werner Baltes Fellowships by German Federal Institute 
of Risk Assessment (BfR); 2020 SOT Supplemental 
Training for Education Program (STEP) Award; Best 
Team Award for novel interdisciplinary research proposal 
at International Young Scientist Forum, 12th International 
Particle Toxicology Conference. 
 
Alba García-Rodríguez, PhD Binghamton University, 
Outstanding Postdoctoral Award for Nano and Advanced 
Materials Specialty Section, SOT 
 
Judith Zelikoff, PhD, NYU, Grossman School of 
Medicine, The Community Engagement Award from 
Garfield, NJ Police Department Community Affairs 
Division  
 
Kazi Tasneem, PhD Candidate, Vanderbilt University, 
Best Trainee Abstract Award, Biological Modeling 
Specialty Section, SOT; 2020 Graduate Student Travel 
Award, SOT; Guiding Star Award, WE Local Raleigh, 
Society of Women Engineers, 2020 
 
Mariana T. Farcas, MS, West Virginia University and 
NIOSH, 2020 Occupational & Public Specialty Section 
Student Travel Award 
 
Phoebe Stapleton, PhD, Rutgers University; 2020 SOT 
Inhalation Toxicology SS Young Investigator Award  
 
  

“Celebrating YOUR Success!” announcements are a great way to recognize 
WIT member achievements and advancements. These accomplishments were 

earned March 2020- July 2020; we have a lot to celebrate!  

CONGRATULATIONS! 

Please share your recent accomplishments to be highlighted in the next 
newsletter edition! Click HERE to fill in a short questionnaire. This link will remain 
active until December 1, 2020. We look forward to hearing your good news!  

 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/7MJ3JPH


Editor-in-Chief:     
Grace Chappell, PhD, ToxStrategies 

Assistant Editors:     
Krisa Camargo, BS, Texas A&M University 

Wendy Haines, PhD, DABT, ASQ CQA; PharmEng Technology 

Brita Kilburg-Basnyat, PhD, Wisconsin Dept of Health Services 

Lisa Prince, PhD, Purdue University       
   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

~ Thanks for reading! ~ 

Interested in contributing to a future 
WIT newsletter?   
Contact WIT Secretary-Treasurer: 
gchappell@toxstrategies.com 

“Celebrating YOUR Success!” announcements are a great way to recognize WIT member achievements and 
advancements. These accomplishments were earned March 2020- July 2020; we have a lot to celebrate!  

CONGRATULATIONS! 

 

 

Other 
Ashley Brinkman, PhD, DABT 
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Certified as a 
Diplomate of the American Board of Toxicology 
 
Christine M. Crincoli, PhD, DABT 
Cargill, Inc., Certified as a Diplomate of the 
American Board of Toxicology 
 
Mariana T. Farcas, MS, West Virginia 
University and NIOSH, Oral Presentation at 
2020 Virtual SOT Meeting, “Toxicological 
Exposure and Risk Assessment of Emissions 
from 3D Printers.” 
 
Shelby Coleman, BS, SUNY ESF, Published 
paper in Science of the Total Environment. “Air 
quality changes in New York City during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.” 
 
Courtney McClure, PhD, UCLA, National 
Science Foundation Graduate Research 
Program Honorable Mention; Honorable 
mention in the NSF GRFP grant proposal; 
Diversity Initiates Career Endowment Award & 
applied to take CE course by ACT 
 
Mary Ellen Cosenza, PhD, MEC Regulatory & 
Toxicology Consulting, LLC, Book Editor of, 
“Toxicology Pathology for Non-Pathologists, 
First Edition, Humana Press. 2019.” 
 
Michelle Hernandez, PhD, Merck & Co., Inc., 
Publication, “World Trade Center Dust Induces 
Airway Oxidative Stress and Inflammation while 
Promoting Aortic Endothelial Dysfunction.” TAP, 
Vol 400, 2000.  
 
Janis Hulla, PhD, DABT, ERT, US Army. 
Publication, “Exposure Science in the 21st 
Century: Advancing the Science and 
Technology of Environmental Sensors through 
Cooperation and Collaboration across U.S. 
Federal Agencies" Chemosensors. 2020. 
 

Grants/Funding  
Dana Dolinoy, PhD 
University of Michigan 
Awarded $6.9 million from NIEHS 
Revolutionizing Innovative, Visionary, 
Environmental Research (RIVER) 
program, will evaluate effects of 
environmental exposure on the 
epigenome & expand repertoire of 
epigenetic editing tools. 
 
Jennifer Duringer, PhD 
Oregon State University 
Funding receipt from Oregon Seed 
Council for “Sod webworm 
management in perennial grass seed 
production systems.” Oregon State 
funding for, “Nutritional & potency 
characterization of hemp as possible 
feed source for livestock.” 
 
Jacklyn Sky Kelty, PhD 
Rutgers University. Awarded pilot 
funding to develop diversity & equity 
training for community researchers & in 
vitro research evaluating e-cigarette 
toxicity in lung. 
 
Earned Degree 
Bevin Blake, PhD 
UNC Chapel Hill, NIEHS 
PhD Toxicology & Environmental 
Medicine 

 
Megan Knuth, PhD 
NC State University 
PhD Toxicology 
 
Emily Marques, PhD 
University of Rhode Island 
 
Jacklyn Sky Kelty, PhD 
Rutgers University, PhD Pharmacology 
& Toxicology at UC Davis 
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Celebrating YOUR Success! (Continued from Page 10) 

Elected/Appointed 
Leadership  
Hollie Swanson, PhD 
University of Kentucky 
Elected as Faculty 
Representative on University 
of Kentucky Board of Trustees 
 
Mary Ellen Cosenza, PhD 
MEC Regulatory & 
Toxicology Consulting, LLC 
Elected Treasurer of IUTOX 
 
B Paige Lawrence, PhD  
University of Rochester 
School of Medicine & 
Dentistry, Appointed 1 of 3 
New Deputy Editors of 
Environmental Health 
Perspectives with focus on 
toxicology research. 
 
Pamela J Lein, PhD 
University of California, Davis 
Elected incoming President of 
International Association of 
Neurotoxicology 
 
Tao Wang, PhD, MD 
Coherus Bioscience, Elected 
President of American 
Association of Chinese in 
Toxicology (AACT) 
 
Lauren Walker, PhD 
Rutgers University, 
Postdoctoral Representative, 
Regulatory & Safety 
Evaluation Specialty Section, 
SOT; Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion Comm Member, 
FASEB 
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